
VISUAL DIE PROTECTION (VDP).
Greater process reliability for your production operations.
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Schuler Pressen GmbH | Schuler-Platz 1 | 73033 Göppingen, Germany 
Phone +49 71 61 66-7963 | Fax +49 71 61 66-233
christoph.poelzl@schulergroup.com | digitalsuite.schulergroup.com/en

CONTACT

CAMERAS WITH AN EYE FOR DETAIL. 
Visual Die Protection (VDP) is the solution to avoid expensive 
die damage and its subsequent costs. Thanks to cameras 
and intelligent software, you are able to monitor your 
production process. VDP detects possible causes of damage 
and stops your press immediately. This prevents damage, 
increases your machine availability and maintains your 
ability to deliver. This is a decisive competitive advantage, 
especially for just-in-time supply chains.

PROTECT DIES, PREVENT DAMAGE. 
Thanks to the easy retrofitting and the wide range of 
applications of Visual Die Protection you can easily and 
quickly benefit from the camera-based die protection – also 
for non-Schuler systems. This applies to stage, compound 
and progressive processes. Thanks to its intuitive operation 
and robust monitoring, the system will soon be an indis-
pensable part of your production. We would be happy to 
support you on site with the initial setup. Contact us and see 
for yourself!

Monitoring in the die space using one or more cameras.

Foreign body detection.
Checks the die for the presence of any foreign 
bodies, such as wrenches or punch scraps.

In-process check.
Checks for the proper insertion, forming and 
removal of parts.

Monitoring of critical die functions.
Monitors specific areas, such as centering or 
ejector pins, with increased precision.

MORE INSIGHTS WITH THE ANALYZER. 
With the Analyzer, you can always understand why the press 
was stopped or how errors occurred. Convenient access to 
historical image series and analysis data from VDP make it 
possible – both on site and from the office!
 
ADVANTAGES: 
 � Avoidance of die damage and its consequential costs by  

 stopping the machine before damage occurs
 � Due to increased process reliability less effort in  

 production planning
 � Increase of machine availability due less unplanned   

 machine downtimes
 � Maintaining ability to deliver
 � Quick and simple setup for new dies and reuse existing  

 product data sets
 � Efficient monitoring (only stops the machine when a critical  

 state is present)
 � Flexible setup, tailored to your needs and applications
 � Ease of installation, both on Schuler machines, machines  

 from other manufacturers and beyond forming technology
 � Continuous traceability*
 � Convenient access even from an office workstation*
 � Consistent documentation thanks to image export*

*More insights with the Analyzer

www.schulergroup.com/
vdp

MORE INFORMATION


